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theory. Quantum Experiments at Space Scale is illustrated 
in Figure 3.

Project 3: DArk Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE)

DAMPE, a high energy electron and gamma-ray telescope 
with energy range from 5GeV to 10TeV, will investigate 
dark matter particle from deep space by high resolution 
observation of gamma-rays and electrons spectra and 
their space distribution. It will also help scientists study the 
transportation and acceleration of the cosmic ray in the 
Galaxy by measuring the energy spectra of heavy ions. 
DAMPE aims at accurate and precise observation of the 
electron/gamma ray and the proton/atomic nucleus in a 
higher energy range. It will deepen our understanding 
of the universe. An artist’s view of Dark Matter Particle 
Explorer is shown in Figure 4.

 Project 4: ShiJian-10 (SJ-10)
With the developed recoverable sate l l i te 
technology, SJ-10 focuses on the behavior of 
matter and life activities in space. It will carry out 
experiments in microgravity on heat and mass 
transport in fluid, discrete system, bio-space 
adaptation, mutation and gene expression, etc., 
and will obtain major innovative achievement 
with intellectual property; Besides, it will conduct 
research on combustion in microgravity, space fluid 
management, space ecology, and other aspects 
of astronaut health study, to discover mechanisms 
regarding forecast of the component distribution of 
crude oil, fabrication of new materials, cultivation 
of new biological species, and improve technology 
on ground. SJ-10 satellite and the scientific 
experiments on board is illustrated in Figure 5.

Project 5: KUAFU Mission (KUAFU)

Named after the god in Chinese legend who took the 
mission to trace and hold the escaping sun, KUAFU will 
help scientists study solar influences on the earth space 
weather. KUAFU consists of 3 satellites, one located at 
L1 point and two in EARTH polar orbits. It is a cooperative 
mission with international participations. The operation of 
KUAFU Project is illustrated in Figure 6.

Project 6: Intensive Study of Future Space 
Science Missions

Following the space science strategic plan, this project aims 
at an intensive study to select the new appropriate science 
missions including the studies of the scientific objectives, 
the optimization of the implementation plans and the 
development of key technologies, making preparations for 
implementing the missions during the “Thirteenth Five-Year 
Plan” period.

Project 7: Advanced Research of Space Science 
Missions and Payloads

This project is targeted for the advanced research on 
key technolo-gies for future space science satellites by 
planning a cluster of research subjects, including innovative 
concepts of space science missions, key technologies of 
payloads, ground calibrations as well as short-time flight 
demonstrations. 

It is expected, through SPP on Space Science, some 
major scientific discoveries or even some break-throughs 
will be made in the following respects such as: the origin 
and evolution of stars and galaxies, the nature of dark 
matter, kinetic properties of matter and rhythm of life in Figure 4   An artist’s view of Dark Matter Particle Explorer

Figure 3   Illustration of Quantum Ex-periments at Space Scale
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corresponding policies; to conduct the selection, merit 
review and approval review of future space science 
missions; to manage the intensive study and advanced 
research on space science missions and payloads; 
to conduct the assessment of the scientific output of 
space science missions and the management of related 
intellectual property rights. 

(2) MAC: to undertake the management and implemen-
tation of the approved missions and related services after 
launch; to participate in the merit review and approval 
review of science missions; to establish a series of 
procedural documents involving the guiding principles, 
goals, evaluation requirements related with overall 
quality of flight projects as well as technology maturity 
assessment, software management, reliability manage-
ment etc.; to budget the overall planning, to supervise and 
inspect the budget implementation of sub-planning, to do 
budget review, final accounting of project budget.

(3) REC: to coordinate and conduct space science 
research; to suggest programs or missions on space 
physics and exploration dedicating to strengthen our 
understanding of the universe; to provide scientific support 
for space science planning and evaluation; to provide 
systematic technology support and professional support for 
space science missions. 

(4) TEC: to take charge of procurement of payload 
components and raw materials; to provide quality and 

Figure 7   A bird view of new NSSC campus in Huairou High Tech Park

reliability assurance of selection, electric fitting and solid 
closure of payload components; to carry out analysis 
and test of special effects in space environment so as to 
provide technical support for failure diagnosis; to provide 
the simulation facilities for testing scientific payloads and its 
subsystems on ground as well as the flight demonstration 
of scientific payloads. 

(5) SOC :  to develop ground operat ion system 
technologies for satellite operation and controlling; to 
receive and distribute science data, to create the primary 
data products of scientific satellites; to provide the ground 
operation service and data exchange in international 
cooperation; to build, operate and manage the ground 
network for science data transferring both domestically and 
outdoors.

In the following 5–10 years, NSSC dedicates to fulfill the 
leap-frog development in space science, to promote space 
science to exert its significant role in China’s development. 
Up to 2020, it is hoped that NSSC will be a nationwide core 
research institute and a worldwide famous comprehensive 
institute with substantial capabil ity in both overall 
management and technical support in space science 
missions, also with strong competitiveness in fundamental 
research and independent technical innovation in space 
physics and exploration.

A bird view of new NSSC campus in Huairou High Tech 
Park is shown in Figure 7.




